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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
   

   
On 25 April 2022, the online

community was taken by surprise

as Elon Musk made an offer to

purchase Twitter for $44 billion

 and announced plans to take the

company private. 

ReTweelon intends to capitalize on

the momentum generated 

by Mr. Musk's aquisition to provide a

multi-purpose deflationary token

that purchases tokens and burns

them whenever Elon Musk makes a

tweet, comment, or re-tweet. 



ReTweelon’s vision is simple. Provide a deflationary

token triggering burns on every Elon tweet. We feel

that this is a unique concept that will provide

constant excitement to our community. Twitter posts

will also be made constantly that will share the tx

hash from the burns that were triggered by Elons

tweets.  We understand that other token's have

similar burn mechanisms, however we feel that ours is

superior. Most tokens with burn mechanisms utilize a

pre-filled "burn wallet". While burning tokens out of a

wallet such as this does reduce supply, it does not

provide real price impact or chart stability. When

ReTweelon burns tokens they are purchased with

funds taken from our marketing wallet. This provides

not only a decrease in supply, but also positive price

impact and chart buoyancy.

 

VISION AND MISSIONVISION AND MISSIONVISION AND MISSION



TOKENOMICSTOKENOMICSTOKENOMICS
   Total Supply - 10 billion. LaunchTotal Supply - 10 billion. LaunchTotal Supply - 10 billion. Launch

restriction of 200 millionrestriction of 200 millionrestriction of 200 million

tokens.tokens.tokens.

100% of our supply is sent to100% of our supply is sent to100% of our supply is sent to

uniswap.uniswap.uniswap.    

Sell TaxSell TaxSell Tax - 12% - 12% - 12%
12% to Marketing12% to Marketing12% to Marketing

0% to LP0% to LP0% to LP

Buy Tax - 9%Buy Tax - 9%Buy Tax - 9%
6% to Marketing6% to Marketing6% to Marketing

3% to LP3% to LP3% to LP

   



Phase 1:Phase 1:Phase 1:
Team Creation  ---  Telegram & Socials

Stealth Launch

Website Development V1

Callers / Youtube Partnerships

Whitepaper V1  ---  Website V2

 Phase 2:Phase 2:Phase 2:
Community Contests & Giveaways

CMC/CG Listing

Build Social Networks

5000 Telegram Members

Project Ambassador Partnership

Merchandise Development

Phase 3:Phase 3:Phase 3:
Smart Contract Audit --- Project Partnerships

Billboards / Hulu Ads

P2E " GAME "  ---  BlockChain Expo

Community Utility Creation

Whitepaper V2

ROADMAP


